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Be Selective

Most guys will just lose their own self-control and a woman can sense it, when they are in the presence of ‘her majesty’.

A beautiful woman can even throw off the most stable of men if he isn’t truly grounded and can see another paradigm of reality. When it comes to being a man, you should develop your own sense of selectiveness, and this also goes for your women as well. Learn to be comfortable with yourself and all of your decisions.

A leader who is so confident in his decisions, few will question that authority.

I will look through photos of women and instantly disqualify them (hey, they have to prove themselves to ME), because I know I don’t like the average softball type ‘blonde’ woman (for example). Everyone has a different sense of what they like or don’t like.

Keep in mind though that even when you are near women (who are in your reality, remember) that ‘do’ fit your ideal ‘match’ of what you like, that you must not lose your cool. They are your ‘equal’.

Even if you aren’t the greatest looking guy, yet you KNOW that you have a lot going for you (and that she would probably love you through time), let that be your basis for equality...she has perceived physical beauty and you have a lot to offer in other ways.

If you don’t have a lot to offer as an interesting man yourself and you expect the hottest women, good luck...you might have to become a jerk in order to get success and I don’t recommend this. Know that you have a lot to offer, yet are selective with your choices because you are a mature, developed, growing modern man.

When you see the world in your paradigm or one more universally aligned, and not the paradigm that our society sees it, you will be able to be effective and purely comfortable around your ‘dream’ type of woman. Be selective with her and find out if she really is interesting or has something to offer.

One exercise I do, is thumb through GQ and disqualify most of the clothing at how ridiculous I think it is (yes, GQ)...I am being very selective. I don’t just settle for something just because someone else thinks that it is great. I’m ‘aware’ of what is ‘going on’.

I make my own decisions and you should really cultivate this ability in yourself. Learn to develop a selectiveness when it comes to the things you like or might be interested in (such as fashion, cars, shoes, women, movies, celebrities, watches, etc.). Be ‘on top
of’ subjects like these.

I can look at an entire line of fashion clothes and ‘know’ what I like and dislike. This has taken years to develop though. I’ll go to discount stores and look for hidden ‘gems’ of clothing. 99% of it is garbage, but if you are keen on what interests you, you’ll be able to recognize it INSTANTLY as something you might be interested in.

Try and force a decision or your standpoint on something instead of not knowing where you stand. There was a little ‘Book of Questions’ which is great for this.

I was just on a two page spread of the latest GQ and didn’t like anything I saw except a pair of John Varvatos boots that I knew I liked immediately. But some of the stuff is preposterous, $1200 for a junky looking suit jacket that I could at Goodwill? I think you know what I’m saying.

Learn to be selective and be almost ‘on top of’ everything that is going on socially (and if you can learn a little about fashion, at least what you like and don’t like) it will naturally give you something to talk about to show a woman that you are a highly developed man.

This type of man (you) doesn’t just settle for the next woman that comes along; this makes her feel special to be near you because obviously she’s (lucky) to be talking to you.

Women will appreciate that you are selective and picky...they may also pick up that they won’t be able to get away with too much of their usual drama and antics if they want to be around you, because you may drop them easily.
Develop an Interesting Lifestyle

If you’re a guy who people stay away from because it seems like you just came out of the crapper with toilet paper hanging out of your pant leg and the door hit you on the way out, you’re going to have to work on developing a more interesting lifestyle as well as gain some more self-confidence.

Hopefully you’re not ‘that guy’ but even if you are, you can still change! Kurt Loder at the 2005 VMAs just seemed like that kind of guy, I don’t know why..

Do not let women interrupt your process of pursuing and achieving the things you want to in life. If you are without a strong destiny or purpose in life, it is going to be so easy for any wind to sway you (such as a beautiful woman entering your perimeter).

You have to be so solidly focused on your path, goals and destiny that no woman can tear you away from it.

Yes I know that the desire for sex is so strong, especially when it is so fragrantly and flagrantly waved in front of us, but you have to realize that sex is not everything. Yes, it’s great but ultimately it is STILL just only a part of your life; it is part of the balance.

If all you think about is sex because you can’t get any, you’re going to come off as desperate. It’s the ‘vibe’ you’re putting off and women can smell it (like the crapper scent).

If you can have the strongest, rock solid path in life and make no excuses for it, this alone is more important than studying 1,000 pick uplines. This is natural pheromones that she can pick up from across the room.

Women WANT so desperately to meet a real man who doesn’t just give in to their (false) sense of (derived) power. American men will continue to be confused when it comes to women because they don’t understand all of the implications involved EVEN IF they are leading a strong and interesting lifestyle.

They are unknowingly letting a lot of social programming and behavior response get in their way of true success with women that can fit into their lifestyle. Some men have ‘figured out’ how to be successful with women, some men ‘become’ a man who makes it his main focus in life to ‘pick up’ or ‘seduce’ women.

Most men, however are leading semi-interesting lives but are still having trouble with getting women.
I have made it my purpose to develop a strong and interesting lifestyle, and although women are an important aspect to the balance of my life, they are not my pure motivation for wanting to become something more.

I really want to add a lot of value to the world and will, through my productions. Hot women are just a part of my orbital universe. Learn to become the center of your universe and not enter her orbit, because you will lose a lot of your own character, birthright and effectiveness.

There isn’t a woman on earth who could ‘trade off’ so I could ‘be lucky’ to be around her yet give up my own destiny. If you can have this strong of a purpose and be congruent with it everywhere you go and every second you live, magical things will start happening.

Most men will just focus all of their energies and lose self-control when the next hot girl walks by. She is not your world and you know that you wouldn’t let her ‘control’ you in the future so why be like that up front?

When you are on YOUR path and not open to being swayed around by the perceptional visage of a woman and her drama, she will be attracted to the rock (you).

Become an interesting and fascinating man and you will realize that every woman you do end up with will either fall in love with you, want to marry you, or experience tremendous fulfillment from what you can give her. She won’t be able to put in words the level of attraction and desire she feels for you.

This gives you more confidence and a stronger foundation from which to base future relationships on. You are the standard. You are the man. You may invite other women to share in your reality.

Too many men are swayed by a beautiful woman’s drama and their edification of that reality. Centering your universe is truly more important than any pick up line.

Focus on your path and most often, the women will happen naturally as has happened to me. Biologically and naturally they are supposed to enter YOUR reality and not the other way around.

Women are complaining because on the inside they are so tired of men basically entering a woman’s reality (see, even they know it isn’t right). You have the right to be a man and not let society’s ‘forced reality’ try and whip you into ineffectiveness with women forever.

This often means saying ‘No’ to women who don’t fit your idea of the relationship you
want to have, or if she has too much drama for a relationship. This will really stump the beauties and you can feel your power meter rising when you really don’t care.

If you start conceding to her reality, the relationship will fall apart and she won’t call you back; BECAUSE it is not natural. This is part of the reason why we have a 50% divorce rate.

Despite the feminist preachin’, women desperately desire men who will still be men. They are stronger now, so you really have to be congruent with your own reality and then will attract massive success.

Hey, if I end up marrying a dramatic supermodel I know that it will probably end in divorce, and I’d probably do it for publicity and status alone (it’s honestly a part of me, so who knows..it’d be fun for a while), but the only thing that will last is really to marry a traditional woman who doesn’t have all of the drama that beautiful, independent women bring to the table.

I don’t plan on getting divorced and I think most men would want to lead their lifestyle with a woman who can support them and inspire them instead of nag and drag them down. How about you? Develop a strong life path.
What Men are Doing Wrong in Approaching

Let me clarify a few things first here; American men approaching American women. There’s a reason that I’m distinguishing here because I have been around the world and if you didn’t know the relationship dynamics are vastly different.

Now, yes in Australia and other parts of the world, women have become more independent and Westernized as well (esp. metropolitan areas), so you can replace that if you want.

In America things are basically flipped around. Because the power is essentially shifted and it is now the woman who has power and choice they are going to react to men differently.

Because of the power shift itself men are acting differently whether they are all aware of it or not because of the entire context of our social reality. When a man becomes entranced by a woman’s beauty and then wants to tell her how beautiful she is and if he can buy her a drink or take her out sometime, she is obviously going to roll her eyes and will think less of him.

Why? You have to remember that she is the one who has the power and choice (or at least that is what is proven to her over and over again).

When you fall into a role model of being just like every other guy who is letting her have the control she is essentially going to push you away, not call you back, or ignore you (even IF you are a good looking guy with a lot to offer).

What makes YOU special?

Fortunately of course there is still hope for the average or above average American man (and even below average now) to get with beautiful, hot, sexy and intelligent women. In case you did not know, a woman has an undeniable sense of perception; she KNOWS where you are coming from before you speak a word.

It is more important to be the man you’re supposed to be than the words that come out of your mouth.

In fact, maybe you could say her level of perception equals yours. You react to (your perception of) her beauty, she ‘senses’ the TRUTH of who you are in the moment and where you are coming from.
She will keep this notation inside until you are obviously different. You reaction is instantaneous and her’s is selectively filtering out all of the guys with ‘wussy’ energy levels.

She will instantly notice those that are different and may send out a small body language signal. Learn to be on this same wavelength as them and communicate on the natural connection level.

Of course men will have this instant front and loaded “schwing” response but are we going to be like that all the time down the road anyways? No. What I’m saying is you have to retain your own sense of power and individuality instead of letting her reality win.

Most men are giving up their power to her before they even say a word, so they are losing from the very beginning with no matter what they have in mind to tell her. When you approach her, you don’t have to ‘prove’ anything to women.

They are supposed to prove themselves to you (oh, I guess people forgot in our society you wouldn’t know).

The whole study of seduction and ‘pick up’ can get you hit and miss success with women. I talk about this and other articles and of course in my “Men’s Guide to Women”. Unfortunately the study of seduction is still limited despite the advances that they have made.

The reason it is limited is because it is matching a woman’s perception of forced reality and trying to synergize with that instead of the pure biological ROOT of natural attraction that exists in all of us.

You can learn hundreds of different pickup lines are ways to approach women through studying ‘the game’ and art of ‘pick up’ and yes, you may experience some success (which seems to make it worth it), but nothing close to the level of success you can experience when you fully understand everything that I teach you in my “Men’s Guide to Women.”

I can teach you how to be a true and pure natural to give women what they really want so they do not have any regrets but instead are calling you and telling all their friends about you because they finally met a ‘real man’ who gets it without having to play any games or knowledge that you were trying to seduce her or ‘use her’.

You can be the man she daydreams about and visualizes when reading her romance novels.
Even the best seducers or pick up artists are not giving women truly (and in balanced form) what they want but only working on certain triggers that may or may not get her to say yes instead of creating a raw powerful and natural force of sexual gravity and attraction that she cannot deny with what I teach (and you can easily make the leveraged change).

Seducers and PUA’s or NLPer’s are trying to capitalize on the superficial level of her variable persona, social status or (at least some biological triggers) in order to get her into bed.

You on the other hand, attract her to you or naturally start new relationships when you choose anywhere you go. You’re not dependent on her for sex (you can very well take care of yourself), so don’t act like it.

She has her vibrator but is waiting for a real natural who isn’t going to make her feel a little ‘slutty’ after a quick ‘pick up’, but instead have a more wholesome and natural experience of two consenting and independent adults.

Remember that I said it is more important to ‘be’ the man because most of our communication and sexual attraction is through body language anyways and women are approximately 10 times better at picking up the signals.

I recommend strongly that you get over the things to ‘say’ to her (if that’s where you’re at), because if you join my free newsletter, you’re in the right base camp now.

It is 1000 times more important to understand how to be a man that attracts her and knows how to keep everything together. Your entire life will fit much more into alignment and place as well as everything else related to women.

Approaching women will be the easiest thing you have ever done when you become congruent with what I teach. And it really does not matter what you say to her.

This may deny everything that you have been taught, but remember she KNOWS when you are different. The relationship advisers? It is amazing they still do not get what women want or what works best.
What Women Want..

Look at pictures of 50 Cent with women...and who do you think’s reality is it? His reality or the girl he’s with?

She is happy just to be ‘near him’ and even if you take away the celebrity of men like this, if they still have a strong reality, they will still have hot women in their life.

I’ve said before that there is still hope for the average American man who really understands natural attraction (without having to be termed as a player or seducer); in fact you can live the lifestyle of your dreams while also giving women what they are looking for.

Women are dying to finally meet a man who can just be someone who does not put up with her drama or puts and keeps her on a pedestal.

Unfortunately because it has become so much a part of who she is, it works out for the both of you to have a short-term relationship.

Otherwise her natural independence and diva like behavior will automatically infiltrate your lifestyle and create a shaky and unstable ground because that is where her reality is based off of.

Of course women will say that they want the attention and to be put on a pedestal; this is only because this is her perception of reality and what our society has programmed her to be.

It is denying everything that is universally biological about her, and that is why she cannot explain it. Women have so many more options other than ‘just’ to be a mother nowadays.

That is why things are different from what she says she wants in a man and what she will often accept when she does find a man (no matter his looks) who knows how to trigger even any little part of her biological unconscious behavior.

That is why she will often accept men who are ugly fat and balding only because they did not put up with her high-level crap and instead treat her like a lady where she is second and he is first ((because that, I’m sorry but that is the way it’s supposed to be (and I have proof) and that is what women want)).

The 40 year old virgins that we have are a result or byproduct of everything that is go-
ing on (which I go in detail in my book as the ‘forced reality’). This is a blatant slap in the face to the continuance and existence of all humankind. It is a very serious problem, even though we may laugh at it at the theater.

Okay the guys of us who of ‘got some’ may laugh at the theater but we may all actually know some guys who do not know how to be successful if women.

This is NOT natural at all, I believe these men DO know how to perpetuate and go through the process of natural attraction in order to procreate; but all of this cultural junk and garbage has gotten in the way.

The pervasive ‘forced reality’ which is perceptual (yet so real) has covered what women want. Women still want a man to be a man (and this is just as real).

Unfortunately the effects of feminism encourage men to be ‘sensitive’ towards women. This may stop most men from trying to be ‘dominant’ towards them.

You see all these ads with women biting men or men at their heels or service; this is part of the whole problem; but nothing has changed what women want underneath. In fact they want a man to be a man more than EVER.


How can guys like 50 Cent live in a candy shop and most (American) guys are still so frustrated? Well if you look around, there’s a candy shop of women everywhere who are fixing themselves up and waiting for a real man.

Of course they are competing with other women but for what final purpose? To attract a real man. You can’t let their now inherent ‘drama’ throw you off; they’re not going to tell you how to act. You have to BE the man who has boundaries.

This works for short terms relationships in what I call the AMP (accelerated mating process). Today’s women are very sexually aware and repressed. They don’t want to keep attracting jerks.

They are wondering why their physical counterparts don’t ‘get it’ and have had to settle for less in many cases even to relieve their sexual repression.

Women want men to be men who define their boundaries respectfully (and at the forefront) and then the woman can choose to be with him or not. Ironically, this is what she is massively attracted to because the paradigm is finally set naturally and because no other (healthy and balanced) men are doing this.
How Nice Guys Can Finish First

Is there any hope left for the average American man when it comes to being naturally successful with women?

Yes there is. I have come up with the greatest breakthrough in success with women. Everything you know and have been taught has been way off when it comes to your real success with women. Even others who say they know what it is, I have found out, aren’t touching it either.

Let my words speak for themself though through my articles. It is akin to eradicating all fear of beautiful women permanently and seeing the ‘matrix’ of understanding how you can be successful with women, explaining their behavior, and a million other things.

This is universally founded on several platforms of truth.

You may be a nice guy and you may be thinking to yourself that you do not want to have to study the art of pick up for seduction, and maybe you don’t even define yourself as a player, but you have still been so confused when it comes to being successful with women.

Maybe you have been called a nice guy before or maybe you just know that you are a good catch; but why does everything have to be so confusing when it comes to meeting, approaching and been successful with women?

I have news for you and that news is that ‘nice guys can finish first’ and without having to be a bad boy or a jerk. cat you do not have to take on a different personality or acquire unnatural abilities to try and get a woman to sleep with you. It is much easier than that.

And when I say that I mean in the sense of giving women what they want that will fulfill them at least as much as you. A woman wants things to happen naturally, she does not want to keep attracting all these bad boys or jerks into her life.

She wants to be around a great guy who has a lot to offer her (and that guy is probably you?!) but there are certain things that you have to understand in order to really be successful with her.

You are her REAL balance and counterpart once you fall into place (with you really are).
In fact she desperately is wondering why American men are acting so weird around them and won’t just be men. These are our counterparts and now we are leaving them out there to the wolves of bad boys, jerks and social outcasts.

In most societies around the world these people would not be having success with beautiful women. Actually stable, traditional women would stay away from these types of characters (I have seen it firsthand).

I have news for you in that you are closer to being purely successful with women instead of having to study seduction or how to be a player. Everything that is out there so far is coming from the wrong paradigm anyways; it is matching what I called the ‘forced reality’ which is completely covering up what women want.

This ‘forced reality’ dictates our behavior patterns and responses; even our emotions to a large degree.

If you know you are a great guy and a great catch, you do deserve more success with women and you deserve to have them chasing after you (especially after years of frustration and confusion).

The way I see it is partly because of all of the years of compound regression but also because I want to experience different women to find out what would be the best option for a wife.

To learn how to be a man who naturally attracts women (which ironically is being yourself more than you think...), than you will have to study all of my work in order to fully see the different and clashing paradigms, truths and realities that explain both fundamental psychology, biology and our current social dynamics.

I can be your mentor and teach you how to be successful with beautiful women whether you are an average guy, a guy with a lot going on, or even just a nice guy, but you have to be willing to open your mind and step out and see everything that is going on from a universal perspective otherwise I guarantee it will be virtually impossible in our 100% pervasive cluttered, oversensationalistic exploitational (yes) media and culture.

I will connect you with being the man who you really are and are supposed to be (founded on truth and history); therein lies your greatest power to attract and succeed with women.

This power is probably the most important thing you could experience in your adult life and is probably worth quite a bit to you and your own fulfillment.
I encourage you to find out more about how my materials can help you be a better man and have natural success with women even if you are a nice guy. (You are both closer and further than you think).

Once beautiful women continue to be around you more and more they will absolutely prefer you over the jerk because of the qualities that you will realign yourself with and possess.

If every man in America has what I teach, our mass cultural confusion would disappear because both men and women would be getting what they naturally want. What can this all do for you? Make sure you read my other articles that get posted as well.

But it is really up to you to take care of your life and there is a world of abundance out there see you do not have to finish first, you can just have the life experiences and memories you want with the women you choose.

And there are plenty of them because most men do not even come close (even players and seducers) to giving women a more balanced fulfillment and offering her real value.

Get the Full “Mens Guide to Women”
The Psychology of Instant Attraction

Men and women are attracted to each other differently. Men are very aware of a woman’s physical appearance.

This is one thing that she can easily develop now in today’s society to ‘sex herself up’. Ideally this would attract qualified men to her; but it’s almost overkill so she has to develop defense mechanisms or barriers to avoid being with all of the normal ‘creeps’ or even letting them start something.

The whole idea of being attracted to a woman sexually is made even easier because of the exploitation of our media and the importance placed on her physical beauty. Yes a man should be aware of and take care of his appearance as well, but woman are attracted to men in a different way.

She has to see ‘how you are’ and how you relate to her. She is more ‘emotionally’ based whereas men are more logical. This will only appear through actually connecting and start a relationship.

It may appear this has reversed when it comes to meeting women because men are the emotional ones and women are not as emotional (because of their defense mechanisms of solidity and the behavioral byproducts of the forced reality). In her nature, she really IS more emotional once you get to know her.

Then she can open up to you when you are being a man who is not ‘emotionally’ phased by her beauty up front and be aligned with your more logical nature (ie. ‘what is she like as a person?’ instead of what ‘feeling’ am I feeling when I see her?).

So many good looking guys with a lot to offer have approached her and made her bored to death. All women have some sexuality in their nature, they HAVE to or we would not be able to perpetuate our society.

I’d say it is about equal and women like sex just as much as men do I now fully believe. They just like it in different ways and in most cases are not going to show it ‘up front’ with a man unless they are getting a power trip off of being a pricktease (and going back to her vibrator).

What matters is how you make her ‘feel’ and this is done after you start communicating with her. Then she will be open to ‘feeling’ what you have to offer.

We just approach it differently. There is an equal and opposite behavior pattern in women who dress sexy and are approached by drooling wussies, of course the man
knows what he wants and she puts up her defense fields for him ever ‘getting any’.

Some women dress overly sexy, partly because they never get real sexual fulfillment so it is making up for a lack of something on the inside (real balance and fulfillment) and the cycle just perpetuates itself and becomes more unhealthily off balance.

Some of these women just really are very sexual in nature because it almost defines completely who they are as a person.

If you find a pricktease of a woman who is licking her lips, she is most likely just ‘show’ (well..wait a minute, I proved this one wrong)...as my buddy Brent Smith says, it’s the librarian type, normal and reserved/shy girls that are the real pent up dynamos in the bedroom (ok, that was my paraphrase).

Beneath all women, there is inherent sexuality and if you want to ‘tap into that’, you’re going to take a look at what you’ve been doing because it probably hasn’t been working too well.

You almost have to step back in order to have more success, by just naturally living in your own reality and not caring about the outcome.

This magnetizes her towards you and it happens or accelerates after you begin to interact with her. Sometimes a woman will go straight up to a man, and as long as he is a natural, he will set the framework properly and have immediate success (as I have done), with hardly any effort at all...that is smooth, yes.

Too many men ‘try’ to hard. If she comes up to you and you ‘freeze up’ or don’t know what to do, then she’s going to leave you.

She has to test you in order to find out if you understand natural attraction, consider this your extreme advantage and everyone else’s disadvantage (unless they get my material too). There is a lot of dangerous leverage that will either work for you or against you when dealing with the high status beauties.

A woman may be attracted to you because you may match some of her social persona’s desires or expectations, then she WILL find out by testing you, whether or not you ‘get it’. If you know how to spark sexual attraction, and still remain mysterious, she will hang around you to try and ‘figure you out’.

She is more concerned about levels of communication and how you make her feel than how you look. It’s the emotions that you can bring to her and once she starts feeling things, she will often justify your other lack of ‘par’ qualities.
Most men she can ‘figure out’ right away before they even approach her, so she is instantly unattracted to them even if they are physically ‘acceptable’.

It’s all in who you are and how you relate to her. If you are indifferent she will wonder why you aren’t ‘attracted’ to her the way all of the silly fools are.

It is so prevalent for a man to be smitten by her beauty that she may instantly qualify you or give you ‘a chance’ even if you don’t meet her social persona’s physical expectations of what she ‘says’ she wants, just by not falling into the same ‘game’ of recognizing her so-called external beauty.

She is so desperate just to be with a man who is ‘natural’ or who provides a challenge to her. She wants to chase men instead of having men chase her (because the kill is already over).

She has too much choice it becomes bland, not to mention she knows they are overly attracted to her and want to ‘get something’.

So, remember that instant attraction is generally more ‘visually’ based for men and interpersonally based for a woman and once you understand more of the implications, foundations and dynamics you will be able to have a maximum level of effectiveness with women that will boggle other men’s minds.
Fear of Women & How to Eliminate It

This is a big topic that I cover throughout my other articles and in my book ‘Men’s Guide to Women’, but I will go into it a little bit here.

Most American men completely lose their own self-control when they are in the presence of beautiful women.

Even the men that have so-called ‘balls’ to approach women, yes do have a better chance of success, however they will deal with it a lot of rejection and still do not really get how they can be the most effective with women (and give women what they want).

Men are afraid of beautiful women because of the importance we have put upon beauty in our society. We are all very aware of our own sexuality and this has created a divergence which increases the level of so-called ‘neediness’ in the American male population.

It has also left many of our women quite sexually repressed as well because they are wondering why their counterparts are not acting normal around them.

They can easily sense a man is fearful or afraid to approach; this is because the men are emotionally affected by their perception of her beauty. They are letting that get in the way as well as all the other positive and deep-seeded emotions that are connected with it, yet really blown out of proportion.

They are essentially building up their own doomsday. They are making mountains out of mole hills. What does she really look like without makeup or any of the sexiness that she is so prominently displayed?

Yes there are still natural beauties out there in the world, but is not beauty just a perception anyways?

What is she really like as a person? Men are placing way too much value and importance on their idea of what her beauty means to them and they’re losing their complete self-control when they are around them.

If you can be a man who is absolutely fearless around beautiful women who really does not even raise a heartbeat at a pace above normal (this is pure indifference), they will see you as your equal instantly and may want to find out more about you and are very likely to approach you.
Then the signs are very obvious, “yeah, she wants me too (sigh)”. In order to be absolutely fearless when you are around these women, you cannot accept her paradigm which is based upon what I call the ‘forced reality’.

You really have to come from something that is much stronger in order to cancel out all perception of her beauty which you have up until now placed so much importance on. You really require a lot of tremendous leverage in order to change.

Even the seducers and pick up artists are still placing too much importance and value on her beauty just by accepting the fact that they have to deal with that in her own reality or paradigm.

There is no other way for you (other than through massive rejection with hundreds of approaches), to completely get over the fear unless you acquire a priceless and universal understanding of the pure dynamics of what is really going on. I am talking about something that explains everything.

If you try to place less value on her beauty but are still operating within the forced reality which is 100% pervasive in our society (as even the seducers and pick up artists cannot escape it), there is still going to be a lot of incongruency left and you will still be nervous and ineffective around beautiful women.

You really have to understand why you are the man with the power and how ridiculous her perception really is and where it came from, as well as understanding what she really wants and is attracted to you.

When you learn the macro dynamics from a dozen different angles that I can teach you, which are founded in several layers of universal truth, only then will you have the leverage to completely eradicate fear and turn the game around to its natural and biological level.

You will be able to make women tremble just in your presence by not even saying a word. Is near impossible to do this if you do not have the qualities that I teach you to reconnect with. This is about becoming a more holistic, centered and aligned man yourself and who you are supposed to be.

This will open the gateways of opportunity with women everywhere on a level you can only dream off, especially because the leverage for women to find a real man who has his act together is very strong. I can teach you to become completely fearless around any beautiful women including celebrities, models and actresses.

I can give you that leverage to make the change yourself by understanding the things
that I have discovered (and have enveloped myself).

You can have the power to be a true natural with women and throw away all of the other junk that you have been taught about how to be successful with women, because you will have something they don’t...absolute personal power and fearlessness as well as the ability to naturally lead the relationship in the direction you want and they will very often happily go with you.

Get the ‘Mens Guide to Women’ which includes all new content.
Flirting with Women

Single women really love to send out body signals to men that they might be interested in; they like to flirt. Some men may even call them ‘prickteases’ (from the movie ‘Dazed and Confused’).

Flirting is a fun and natural thing for both men and women. It is the beginning or even pre-beginning of the natural process of attraction. It is a natural way of communicating sexual attraction through your body language and actions. Women love this.

Unfortunately many beautiful and independent women really want to flirt but they are not allowed the full freedom and flexibility to flirt because most of the men just do not understand how to naturally play the game of attraction.

Most men who see a beautiful woman flirt with them will think that she is overly interested in him and then he will really go gagagoogoo and then she will stop the flirting process immediately when she finds out he is like most other men who cannot play the game properly.

Remember, men take things more literally and are ‘action’ oriented when it comes to receiving verbal or nonverbal signals or cues...they often expect too much; however, if they were natural, the flirting could escalate but he’s got to be cool.

If a woman can find a real man who does not bring such high expectations to the table, she can flirt with him and he can flirt with her and it can be a bit of a dance and acceleration of sexual interest in attraction. This is a natural process.

Remember the women today are very aware of their sexuality and they would love to express that part of them as well as their now inherent (sexual) freedom and opportunities of being a powerful woman.

You should be able to find in yourself that you are a natural at flirting if you can just put aside all of the forced reality or perceptions which have been misleading you your entire life.

You can easily be a little teasing, funny and naughty towards women and they will often reciprocate as long as it is an interdependent dance were both of you are naturally playing that role instead of all of the power been in her hands (then there is no dance or game).
You should not have to be taught how to flirt because it is a natural process, you just have to get in touch with the man you really are. Throughout all species they are here today only because they knew the natural process of attraction. They were not told how to flirt or procreate, they instinctively knew.

It is a powerful thing when you are talking with a woman and there are two different levels of communication going on.

There is one level where you are both talking in words, and there is another more important one that is essentially nonverbal that is communicating to the biological part of each of you that knows when the mating dance or ritual has begun.

A beautiful woman is not going to flirt with a man who is coming from a weak framework despite how he looks. She will often test him and maybe even show some interest upfront if her social persona is interested in him, but otherwise if he does fail her past she will understand that he does not know how to (at least right now where it matters) flirt with her or play the natural game of attraction.

That natural game of attraction and flirting does not include heavy responsibilities, misplaced perceptions or consequences. It is a fun, natural and enjoyable process for both of you which should not be taken too seriously.

Remember this is the beginning of a potential relationship for both of you so do not come at it with a high level of expectation if she shows some flirty interest back at you.

Women are attracted to a man who does not get distracted by their energy or drama. Sometimes a woman has so much high-level drama that if she can find a man who does not put up with any of that, she will be intensely attracted to him for a short time even if he is ugly.

But if they stay together for anything other than sex there is going to be fireworks.
Why Women Want the Man
Other Women Want

How is it that a person or character such as James Bond can always get women everywhere he goes? Why is it that women do not reject the idea when they see a man with another woman but actually become more interested in him?

It is generally true that single women will want a man who is desirable and seen with other women. Part of this is because by her seeing him with other women, this gives her instant social proof that he is a good catch. A lot of this stems from biological roots.

The male who has the most dominant character or personality is often the one that is chosen by females to allow the procreation because he will be more likely to protect her and her young.

This happens in many species of animals. Of course as humans we have evolved beyond the basic necessities and have climbed the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs in the civilized world.

Most of our biological foundations of attraction have been covered up by many other things which have changed the dynamics (or at least people have let the new dynamics influence their behavior without understanding the greater picture).

It is not uncommon in the wild for other females to want the same male because they instinctively know that he can provide the most protection and security for them. This will often leave the other dudes out of luck. A lot of this behavior is carried over in humans.

When a woman sees that a man is around other women, that alone separates him from the crowd because there must be some reasoning behind it. This is instant validation for a female.

When so many men today are just alone and desperate for any kind of attention from beautiful women, it is refreshing for a woman to see a man who is attracting other women. He is really unique all of a sudden.

This will make her instantly validate him and she will be much more likely to take a strong interest or even approach in him. She wants to prove to that man that she is a good catch herself because now the tables have turned to their original and natural paradigm where the man is the one with power and selection.
Even in the wild it is not uncommon for an alpha male of the species to mate with many different females, essentially having his own harem and then he will leave them while they take care of the young.

The behavior is a little bit different with men (in our civilized world) because when we see a woman with another man we kind of just respect that and know that she is in another man’s territory and probably for a reason. Men will say things like, “I wish that I had Jesse’s girl” or “I want a girl like that”, whereas women will say, “I want THAT man”.

She is specifically interested in you when you are this man because there is a reason that specifically you will have attracted these other women around you. She wants to possibly be one of those women as well even if it means cat-fighting with the other women in your life.

Women are just interesting like this because biologically they want the strongest alpha male (inherently) to provide and ‘protect’...now this mixes with social proof and validation of seeing him with other women.

All of this works to your advantage when you understand everything I can teach you.

So a man who is a pure natural (a la James Bond) has even more natural selection and choice because he is aligned with the natural order of biology, tradition and evolution.

Women will often put aside common sense and logic easily to be with a man who knows how to spark that inherent attraction mechanism which lies dormant within her.
No More Excuses

It is kind of hard to have the ultimate mindset of being successful with women when everything you are being taught clearly is not working and is only ‘grating’ against something that you cannot explain.

It is hard and unnatural to try and be a shark and ‘attack’ her social persona in order to try and get a chance at success with women.

This is a very hard thing for men to come to terms with; having to learn seduction and pickup just in order to get the level of success that they desire.

Oftentimes the motivation and desire for sex is so strong that even normal men will study these arts in order to have more success with women in trying to find a resolution to all of the confusion. None of the behavior patterns really feel ‘natural’.

Let me tell you that it is not natural to have to become a jerk and be someone you are not in order to be successful with women. Why is it not natural? Simply because our women are not acting natural.

If you find that you are naturally someone who is a jerk, you may have had more success with women in our society, but realize that you are not a woman’s idea of Prince charming.

When it comes to getting laid almost none of it matters it may seem, but I know I want to live my life as a man who he is honest, respectful, self-motivated and can give women what they want with integrity.

You do not have to become someone you are not or even take on massive characteristics of being a jerk or bad boy just in order to get women. This is just what some men have done or become to capitalize on the new social behaviors of our women.

And it is a lot more effective than what the dating experts will tell you to do; which is basically to court her, by her things and date her.

I have found throughout the past decade that I did not want to learn the art of seduction simply because it did not feel natural to take time characteristics of actually being closer to a real jerk with a woman (not that these guys are but some of them really epitomize it).

I used to be the guy that stood on the side when it came to approaching independent
American women, who knew they were hot and flaunted it.

I did not want to get rejected and the entire process did not feel natural to me so I kind of avoided the whole ‘pick up’ scene, while knowing something was drastically ‘wrong’ in our society.

I’ve since realized that it is absolutely not natural, and maybe you have sense that it did not feel right to have to try and force things to happen that were not really yourself.

You have also found out perhaps that when you just try to be nice to one of these women that they turn you down (I’m not going to cover this in this article because I talk a lot about this and other places).

But when it comes to trying to learn the art of seduction or studying pickup lines and developing a bulletproof ‘attack’ persona to still get hit and miss results with women, is that really a part of your personality (if you put the issue of getting sex aside)?

These approaches will only get moderate results anyways and will often not work with the kind of women that you are interested in. Is there any hope left for the regular guy or the guy that is a great catch and he knows it but somehow cannot get it across to women?

Is there hope for this man without having to intensely become part of the geeky sub-culture just in order to be effective with women? There is now.

There is a massively confused majority of single people in the United States who do not understand our relationship dynamics (both men and women). Even those who think they know and understand it do not even come close to the actual reality and being able to explain it the way it really is.

If you try to develop a seduction persona or to become a player, it is going to take a lot of work and effort in order to get your ability up to a level that compares with and can compete with these high level social persona high status beautiful women.

Your greatest success lies not in learning the art of pickup, seduction or trying to ‘get chicks’, but rather in something that is more natural than anyone in our country can even clearly see (until now).

This forced reality in which all people view dating relationships in our country, is so pervasive that you cannot escape it. The minute you step outside or turn on the t.v. you will be back into it.
That is why even the dating gurus and experts are still coming from this paradigm itself; they are trying to build up a man to be able to attack, counterattack and work with a woman’s highly developed social status, while still essentially trying to pick her up and get her to do something.

There is a much simpler truth and reality, and if you can see it you will unlock the key to the greatest success with women that you can imagine and it does not even involve much of an emphasis at all on pickup lines.

It is more about being a real man and bringing your own attributes good or bad up to the forefront and being extremely comfortable and real about who you are.

But there is so much more to it. I can teach you how to become a man that women will go crazy over, because you are unlike either the player, seducer, or pickup artist that is trying to pick her up, and you will also be unlike the emotional, out-of-control ‘nice guy’ who approaches her.

You do not have to be a jerk or have that type of personality in order to be effective with the most beautiful women, but you must have a complete congruency with what I teach and who you are.

Seduction techniques on TOP of a great foundation will be more naturally aligned and can accelerated the entire attraction process (model magnet).

Other men will not be able to understand how you can easily get women’s phone numbers and have relationships with them without getting or accepting rejection, and getting very fast results and the highest quality of women available, when they are still struggling to understand it all.

Do you still want to live your life in confusion and misery, or do you want to see the light and live the lifestyle of your dreams?
How to Approach Any Woman

I will specifically be working on techniques based approaches and advice in the future, but for now I can give you a few pointers primarily from the mindset perspective.

If you go in any social environment especially like a bar or a nightclub, you can just sit back and watch all kinds of guys keep getting shot down by a woman’s ‘weapons grade’ social persona when trying to ‘approach’.

What they are doing is going on the attack, using the excuse that it’s a numbers game and trying to throw out a lot of game in order to work with getting ‘approval’ from her social persona.

At best this really is a numbers game. There are so many variables when accepting her finicky perception as the metaframe.

Even the seducers or pick up artists are extremely technique based and are operating within the round of the forced reality which is still having to deal with her weapon grade social persona and hopefully dismantling it through a high level of experienced banter.

This is a lot of work to develop this ability to counteract a woman’s highly developed social persona and her perception of how to treat men who come at her.

Even then she knows that they are trying to pick her up or are interested in her, almost always because of her looks and she can sense that they are trying too hard. A pickup artist will still go through a lot of rejection; he will have to develop a very action oriented state of mind in order to go on the attack or on the prowl.

I am not recommending that you spend a lot of time studying all of those techniques unless you really want to. The materials that I will be developing in the future are still founded upon being a true natural when it comes to attracting women, yet will still provide you with massive firepower to absolutely melt her heart.

By being a natural when it comes to women, you are really just living in your own reality and just being a really cool guy. You can easily bypass her weapon grade social persona by just going up to her and saying, “Hey, what’s up”. It’s all about who you are and ‘how’ you communicate.

Most of the pickup artists will not understand this or how something as simple as this
could be so effective or ‘Jedi’ level. That is because they do not understand there is a pure natural and biological process that women are attracted to that does not involve their social persona, it is deeper than her social persona and she will be so relieved that you are just normal and extremely comfortable around her without trying to get something from her.

Now, the less goodlooking you are, the more you might have to put some leverage in your favor with some ‘model magnet’ level verbage to amp up attraction and interest fast.

If you can truly just treat her as an equal or not even care that much and really be in different to any possible outcome, she will be forced to find out more about you and then you can naturally take it from there.

I would recommend walking away from her, not rudely but just to show that you have your own independence.

If she does give you any kind of drama, because you do not allow that in your paradigm are reality, you will easily disqualify her no matter her a level of perceptual beauty; it really does not bother you because you are not going to put up with that in your reality.

This really is powerful stuff. When you really understand how to be a natural, you are working on a more foundational level that does bypass your social persona defenses simply because you are being a different man than someone who is on the attack.

She cannot figure out what angle you’re coming from or if you are even interested in her. You really can talk about anything, just be really comfortable and normal in your own reality. When you’re congruent with this it will open more doors than you can possibly imagine.

When you realize that beautiful women want you to be a man who is not nervous around them or giving in to their every demand or flightiness, they will respect you and see you as a man of character and integrity (or at least being ‘who you are’) and that IS worthy of respect.

I have had a lot of success and the most success when I am just a natural. When you are just being your true self, and laughing, joking, making some funny comments are just being a cool guy, she will be relieved because she knows you are not clinging onto her like every other guy who is throwing out game at her; you are almost a normal person and she can drop down her defenses because she trusts you and you are on us because she sees no ulterior motive.
Social status definitely can be in your advantage as well.

This is a priceless lesson. It is really just about living in your own reality and understanding the other things that I teach you, then you can approach any women you want without fear and more than likely they will be approaching you anyways.

From there it is easy just to have a casual conversation without any perceptual drama or letting her beauty blind you, and from there you can easily get her phone number or e-mail address and maybe follow up with her or maybe not; you always have options and opportunities that seem to work out in your favor.
Getting a Girl’s Phone Number

The reason I am not talking about too much technique yet in my training, is because the foundational framework is really about 95% of everything.

When you really understand how to be a natural man with women in the true universal sense, they will be so attracted to you anyways that everything will become easy.

It does not take an intensive study of seduction, pick up art, or memorizing trying dozens of different techniques are lines. You can really say just about anything and you’ll be more likely to have success because you’re coming from the proper meta frame and she will respect you.

I try to teach my students just to step back from and look at things from a different perspective instead of being so focused on the pickup lines. She really does have to take a breath of fresh air and see the things that really matter.

This really is like Mr. Miyagi teaching Daniel-San in the Karate Kid. But anyways here is just some advice on how to easily get a woman’s phone number.

When you are just being a man who lives in his own reality as I teach, you really do not put too much importance on any outcome. You’re not afraid to approach any woman even celebrities or actresses when you become congruent with what I teach.

Getting a girl’s number is like second nature because you are finally getting in touch with your alpha male pattern behavior which was always there, just clouded over by the thing I called the ‘forced reality’. It is not a good idea to say, “Can I have your number?” because you’re probably getting across as insecure. How you say something is pretty much everything...way more important than the words.

I want you to think about everything you are saying and have said in the past and ask what frame were you coming from. Were you giving her the power, or did you have natural authority and control over the situation?

How you say something and not just in the superficial sense, but really where you are coming from when you say something is what matters. Women can tell and pick up if you are a smitten regular Joe who is just going to keep calling them over and over again.

They want a man who has natural authority, who understands how to play the natural role of attraction.
When you ask a woman, “Can I get your number?” or “Can I take you out sometime?” you are setting up a losing relationship proposition for her.

This is a pattern she has seen before with numerous guys who she knows are just going to end up pandering to her and letting her control the direction of the relationship. It’s probably going to be the (yawn) courtship approach of ‘wooing her’.

She does not want to have the natural authority in the relationship because underneath it all she knows that a man really is supposed to lead the direction of the relationship despite what the feminists may say.

This is a great problem in our society, in that the men are not stepping up to the plate and just being naturals. Elsewhere I explain specifically where this comes from.

What works best for me is that I’m just casual or I’ll say some kind of comment. If I’m in a social situations such as a party I have found that I would say things like, “Hey let’s get together and do something sometime”.

That is a natural transition into getting her number when done in the right context. Just be purely normal and unphased; there doesn’t have to be a mental buildup of ‘anything’ in your mind. You’re normal around yourself, friends and family, so why not women?

It is going to be a challenge for anyone just to get numbers off of the street unless you really do focus on techniques. But where you’re coming from anyways is a guy that seems a little more desperate when you have to try and get numbers of women just walking down the street.

This does seem a little creepy to them and they may not call you back. It is best to be in social or natural environments where you can interact with them without any sort of creepy context.

Although you may want to get the numbers of each and every hot women walking down the street, you have to remember that beautiful women are everywhere (at least if you are in a big city) and that you are going to have to just be a little more indifferent when it comes to walking down the street.

Enjoy the eyecandy and then take advantage of opportunities where it is normally acceptable to talk to people (ie. coffee shop, store in mall, cocktail bar, etc.).

When you can just be casual and natural about the whole thing and not be thrown off by her beauty, she will not feel the pressure that you will keep draining the life out of her or following around at her heels.
She’s going to be a lot more likely to give a man who secure her phone number because she is more certain that you will not keep calling her all the time. All the ‘pick up artists’ are trying to fight away around just being a pure natural; it’s so much work to be a ‘seducer’.

So if you just start a natural conversation with a woman and just speak to her like a normal human being (remember you just have to come from a really strong frame and paradigm that actually cancels out her perception of hers to get through to the ‘normal’ part of her), then she will be more open to finding out more about you as the more natural process will commence.

It’s up to you not to set a ‘friendship’ frame which I teach elsewhere, rather to by a little mysterious, cool, funny, with a sexual edge.

This is how all women want to meet men. They do not want pickup artists hitting on them, although they will often go with these men if they get their techniques just right, or those who do not put up with their crap; just because they finally found ‘someone’ close enough to the ‘real thing’.

The art of just being normal around women is almost gone in our society (esp. when it comes to approaching women). You will find that I will not even have to tell you how to talk to beautiful women or ask them for their phone number when you are just a natural, conversational and interesting man.

Everything will commence naturally. I have found this to be true dozens of times in my history.

So if you do start a normal conversation with a woman and she realizes you are not giving in to her and are not fazed by her beauty, she will much more easily drop her barrier of social persona because she does not have to keep her guards out because she finally met a normal guy.

She will still keep her guard up for all of the seducers and pickup artists because she knows that they are playing a game (in which they better be good at if they want a chance with her). Your ability just to be normal will open all the doors you can imagine.

Of course it helps if you are an interesting guy to begin with, and have a little bit of social status yourself. I have generally observed in fact the homelier you are, the more ‘hardass’ you have to be around these women as far as counteracting anything they might say to you.

But even less than average men now stand a great chance, esp. if they can live in a
strong, natural reality and spice it up with some other techniques on top of that.

Even if you are one of these average-or-so men, if you can just be normal in the sense that you do not let her control the relationship with her drama, then maybe you will just have to spice things up a little bit by teasing her every now and then.

Teasing in a playful, flirty sense is something that I have always done naturally with women and it has always worked.

I’m going to be developing a complementary line of products under the name ‘model magnet’ that is fully going to exploit a man’s potential for rapid attraction with being more of a clever, witty, personality and techniques.

A sense of humor helps as well. Women love a funny guy; but too funny equals a ‘showman’ who will have little chance of a physical relationship. You must be balanced.

But yes to understand that you are coming from your own frame, and that if she gives you her number there’s not going to be any Mikey’ness’ of calling her immediately after you leave a dozen times (as in Swingers). So if you do not think that I gave you an answer that maybe that is the whole point.

Just think of how you are around other guys and if you meet a cool guy or whatever and you wanna hang out with them in the future as friends or acquaintances, it is very easy to get a phone number.

Once you can cut through all of the ‘forced reality’ that has been throwing you off getting real phone numbers from women will be very easy.

Okay I will try to get a little more technique based for a minute here. When you are just talking to her naturally, tease her little bit, talk about interesting or intriguing things; and I would recommend just walking away from her (not in every case) but to prove that you have your own independence.

If she gets on the phone or starts talking to someone else just walk away; remember that you are living in your own reality and you are seeing if other women may be interesting enough to be invited in for more of a stay.

Come back to her after a little while and treat her like a buddy, teas her like a kid sister, but do not overdo it; different women have different tolerance levels (ie. she could be really intimidated by you).

You can really say just about anything and she can be very interested in you when you
fully get it. Before you take off, you have found that you have naturally had a conversation with a potentially interesting woman, then just tell her, “Hey, give me your email.” Or just, “Give me your phone number”.

Do not tell her anything else, do not tell her that you will call her and DO NOT high five your buddies on the other side of the room or do a Stifler impersonation on the lacrosse field. You really have to be ‘cool’ and when you get it, you accept you always get beautiful women and it’s a normal part of your life.

She must have the feeling of potentially having a relationship with you where she can just be herself, let her guard down and exercise her desires for fun, freedom and even sex, without you putting a lot of pressure or expectations upon her like 99% of the other guys (even rich, good looking ones).

If you can just be cool, learn to become a more socially ‘with it’ guy, and lead a life of your own without giving in to her reality, you will find that getting phone numbers from women is the easiest thing and you won’t have time enough to develop something with all these women.

It would really be easier if you were a social network hub yourself. Since I’ve been a nightclub promoter and photographer, it is so easy for me on this angle to get their numbers or email addresses; then you can follow up with them later to let them know ‘what’s up’ or where a cool afterparty is.

More on all this stuff in the future. Make sure you subscribe to my free newsletter on [http://www.mensguidetowomen.com](http://www.mensguidetowomen.com)

I was recently at a conference where I saw the same woman as I did two years ago who was still single. Out of all of the other guys that were at the conference who kept hanging around her, I was amongst them for a little while and then just walked away will they all just stayed or ‘static clinged’ around her.

I know that she picked up this energy from this and that I was unlike the rest of the guys. I would naturally tease her about why she took all the food away before I could eat any of it and things like that.

No one had to teach me this stuff, it’s just ‘natural’. At the end I was only one who got her phone number. I asked her “Where are you at?”

And she said Miami I said “okay I’m going down there for another conference, give me your phone number”. So she did. If you can just easily set yourself apart from all of the other guys, you have a distinct advantage because they are acting unnatural and you are not.
If at any point when you’re talking with the woman who you think might be interesting, before you leave just go ahead and get her e-mail address or phone number and then you can contact her at some other time.

Remember you must operate out of your reality with natural authority and control, anything else is not in biological order and women ultimately resent it.

If at any point you feel the conversation is slipping away or you are staying too long around her, either just walk away or just start to walk away and then turn around and tell her to give you her phone number.

When to Call a Woman

So when should you call a woman after you get her number? While there is a lot of underlying psychology that is going on that is really more important than a superficial technique for thought on when you should call her.

It is more important for you to start the frame off from the very beginning properly. If you start off being just like every other guy she’s going to categorize you like every other guy and probably avoid your call, not answer and so forth.

Do you really think she’s going to give her time to every single guy that calls (or even give them a hand job -Not Another Teen Movie Reference)?

Of course she does not have this kind of time, and although you may selfishly think that she should be interested in you, you have to remember that you are in competition with all of the other guys that are acting just like you with her.

Even though you may think you have a lot to offer her (and maybe you do), but you just cannot be like all of the other men who feel lucky just to be around her.

Why would she want to hang out with all of that when all they are going to do is cling onto her and drain her energy and freedom?

From the very beginning it is so much more important to just be a man who naturally knows how to deal with women (which I can teach you), and then the answer to when you should call doesn’t even really matter.

She will be more interested in calling you when you know how to attract her to you and have her hanging on every word that you say.

When you take this whole approach from the 50-50 dating paradigm, you are coming at the relationship from a courtship procedure.

This is setting you up for failure right from the very beginning, especially because all of the other men are doing the same thing (where they will pay for her attention through gifts and dinners and hopefully get something in exchange).

A woman today is quite tired of the courtship procedure that all (or seemingly all) men come at her with; even if they are nice guys. She has a desire for more freedom, expression and fun rather than tensely sitting across a dinner table going through the same boring, structured, context in which a serious relationship is expected.
She does not want to be held down in the sense of having too many heavy expectations; she wants to express her own sexuality and just have fun in a casual and natural way and see where things develop from there (which of course you can lead and are supposed to lead).

When you come after her with the approach of calling too soon or calling too often, you are showing that you are way too interested in her and that you would be willing to do all kinds of things that would stretch your own schedule in order to fall in line to please her, inevitably trying to get something in return.

You have to be cool and stay under control. You can not be too eager. It really does not matter when you call a woman. Maybe you will not call her at all. Maybe you would rip her phone number up (it took me two dozen times watching ‘Swingers’ in order to finally understand why he rips the phone number up).

When you do get a woman’s number, never tell her that you are going to call her, leave that up in the air and mysterious. It all comes down to being the man that you should be when it comes to being natural with women.

They should be the ones who are wondering when you are going to call, not sadly knowing that you are going to keep calling them over and over if they give their number out to you. They want you to be an independent and confident man with your own life going on.

I personally recommend that you say ‘no’ to a woman if she is doing anything that is outside of your normal boundaries. Let her know that her action is unacceptable and you do not tolerate that kind of behavior. This is all on you and you must be congruent with who you really are.

So why have I not given you a direct answer yet on when to call a woman?

You really have to get away from all of the techniques. Because if you are just acting like in other normal guy who is giving her the power through the actions you say and do, trying to figure out when to call is not going to solve any problems because you are based upon a shaky reality in the first place.

When you are based in your own reality, you will have her naturally waiting for you to call, and she will be thinking of you instead of all the other jackasses. You do not have to play any mind games with her, because you are a great catch so you do not have to wait an entire week, nor do you have to wait two days.

You are never nervous when you do call but you have an idea of a specific purpose or objective of the call (ie. give her two options of when you are available to meet).
You can call her whenever you feel like it because you have set up the proper frame of the relationship where she wants to hear from you anyways; this is where things really make a difference and set you apart. Just do not call her to soon anyways though.

And if you are thinking about or fretting when you should call a woman or what you should say, then you just don’t get it yet. Hey, I know we have all been there in the past as I have too.

It really does not matter what you say or when you say it to a woman when you are in the proper and natural frame of the relationship where she is attracted into your reality. She will obviously be more responsive to you whenever you do call when you set the relationship up the way you want it to be.

You will naturally know how to take things to the next step and she is the one who has to meet your schedule, not the other way around, or it’s off (and then you’d try maybe a week later and give her one last chance).

If you call her too often, she will start to easily sense that you are too interested in her or really are wanting a longer-term relationship, then the dynamics will change and she will probably defer and delay sex.

If you set up what I like to call the AMP (accelerated mating process), you will not be calling her more than three times a week. You should be the challenge to her and she will love the chase of the game which she never gets to experience anymore...things will lead along naturally and voila.

Setting up the AMP frame will naturally let her know (along with your other actions) that you are not interested in pursuing her like all of those other suitors who are not giving her what she wants. Nor are you interested in just being goody goody friends with her or her shoulder to cry on.

She will want to be around you and will want to call you because you are not bringing the high level of expectation and pressure upon her like those other men are doing; you are the man she can be herself around and be flirty, sensual and free.

You can even tease her to not call you too often.
Why She Doesn’t Call You Back

The main reason she does not call you back is probably because you are doing something that doesn’t agree with her. You may be coming at the whole relationship from the traditional or ‘courtship’ behavior, and this may be leading her to just drop you as soon as she can.

She has other men on hand who are ready to do many things for her and all she has to do is ask them. They will drive her around, fill her stomach, even buy her things and all they get in return is a kiss on the cheek or a hug in the hopes of something more.

And all of that is if she wants to keep you around as one of her boy girlfriends. You will be categorized just like all of her other friends like this if you are even so lucky. All of this is stemming from the wrong frame of relationship in the first place.

When you start courting her, she knows that she has the power especially because of the actions you do to buy her attention almost ‘paying’ to around her. If you are more of the wussy friend, then you may talk to her a lot and she’ll tell you about all of the problems she’s having with her ‘jerk’ boyfriends.

It is true you can have REAL friendships with these women with no ulterior motive other than friendship. This is healthy. These women are my equals and I have several of these relationships. I highly recommend..be a socially adept man.

‘Courting her’ is really boring to her and she will often just not return your calls even if you are a nice guy with a lot to offer; purely because of the relationship approach that you took.

Dating dynamics have changed in our modern society. Being really traditional and expecting a woman to be interested in you when you take this approach which used to work (but remember times have changed), is full of all kinds of expectations and is often too much pressure for her to handle even if you are a great catch.

This is really why millions of American women are dumping great guys every week.

On the other hand, if you are starting the frame of the relationship on a different level which may be more closer towards an accelerated mating process of attraction, there will be a lot less pressure when done correctly because the entire dynamics are naturally based and without heavy consequence.
When you take a woman out on a date she all of a sudden now senses she is obligated to do something in return because you have paid for her attention. Usually this is just letting you kiss her on the hand or a hug, and because she does not want to deal with all of the pressure of you following her around after she might decide to let you sleep with her. Her anxiety will build up as well as yours, but she isn’t thinking about ‘you’.

As in the movie Swingers, when Mikey gets a girl’s number at the bar and then calls her immediately when he gets home, he is just oozing interest and a high level of expectation.

This is a lot of pressure especially for a beautiful woman because she does not know if or when she will be able to get rid of you if she takes things further with you. This is the explanation of why most women will not call you back.

There are also other reasons why she finally just isn’t interested in you any more due to her social persona or whatever.

If you are in a 50-50 relationship she may resent that you have given her most of the power; this is how two of my American x-girlfriends have broken up with me; I let them just go ahead and have the power in the relationship with me just kind of going along with things (knowing I wasn’t being myself and just keeping everything inside).

And this led to the relationship’s demise. Usually sooner or later she will lose interest in you if she can not be naturally attracted to you or if the power shifts too much in her favor.

One of the main reason traditional relationships stay together is because a man is being a man and a woman is being a traditional woman. Because of the essential role reversal that is now pervasive in our society everything and everyone has gotten confused.

There is going to be drama in any type of long-term relationship with an independent and especially beautiful woman - guaranteed. The chance that she will give up a lot of her freedom and newfound rights to be more like her traditional and simpler counterpart throughout the rest of the world, is very slim despite her birthright desire still to raise children.

The inability for her to give up a lot of her freedoms and play her more biological role of just being a mother leads to nagging, the gene, griping that many American married men will tell you about (especially if they are divorced).

I do not want to give relationship advice for men in 50-50 relationships with women, because I do not deal with that kind of drama in my life.
You will find that if you can just be a man and living your reality, you will attract women to you who will want to stay around you and will not have to question why she is not calling you because she will be calling you more often than you will be calling her.

This is really the way it is supposed to be. She is the one who is supposed to be hanging by you and that’s what she wants to do despite what feminists say.

Just look at women who are around men; they will often choose men who are not nice guys now and they will be calling them because ‘there’s something about them’.

Women don’t have to understand this but you do. You can give them those feelings by truly being yourself (on the universal understanding level).

If you can just be a natural or a man that creates attraction and desire within women, you will have them calling you a lot more often and you will not be wondering why no one ever calls. Hey I’ve gone through it in the past as well with American women.

It is his energy of essentially giving her the power and choice in the relationship which she ultimately resents it will not call you back for; in that sense some things have never changed. Women are still women beneath their hard edged socially developed exterior.

If you want to learn how to have women calling you, then make sure you check out my ultimate resource [Mens Guide to Women]. If she can just be around a man who is 100% comfortable around her without letting her perceived socially acceptable appearance get in the way, she will be magnetically attracted to you.

There is a lot of leverage that is giving her this power that is already natural anyways. It is up to you to take advantage of this to give both you and her what you are looking for. This is the opposite of how Mikey reacted after he got back from the club.

In fact in a movie you will notice that his ex-girlfriend finally called him back when he officially let her go by taking the other call from his new girlfriend. This is not too far from the truth of reality.

Somehow women just know (as in the opening sequence of the movie). He was emotionally hanging on to her for too long, giving her the power in the relationship; this is not the biological order, he was being a wussy.

When you really get things ‘in order’ women will be calling you and other women will start calling you all of a sudden (interesting..).
Buyer’s Remorse

Sometimes when a woman decides to go with a man for a one night stand, it is very common that she will not go with him again. If you had this happen, maybe you are questioning why she does not respond to you after you have had a one night stand..

There are a couple things going on here when you look at the psychology of it and her behavior. Sure, you will probably want her around for more sex and to come back because you had a great time the night before and she may have too but...

say that you picked her up in a nightclub and took her back with you, depending on the type of woman you are with she may realize that she does not want to be around you any more may be because it was just a sexual fling; she doesn’t want any more ‘connection’ because you’d probably wussily chase her.

A safer way to approach the entire concept here is to either accept that one night stands will be one night stands without any further expectations are drama on either part, or to just go ahead and get phone numbers from different women and then you could take things from there.

Or don’t be a wuss in any way at all and be a pure natural instead once you learn how to bring it all back..

When she goes home with you and then you never hear from her again or she doesn’t return your calls she could have what is called ‘buyer’s remorse’. Even though it was a mutual relationship for that one night, she does not want to be seen and is ‘easy’ or to keep things on a sexual basis with you.

A main reason may be that you do not fully maintain a strong enough reality when you are around her to keep her attracted to you. If she thinks that you are going to keep calling her and expecting too much, this is often all main reason why a woman will just stop things from that point on and does consider it as a one night stand.

My best friend went through this and had a woman over to his place, but the next morning he found out that she had all kinds of things to do on her schedule and she couldn’t make time for him.

Oftentimes a man will expect too much after he has had a one night stand with her. Just keep all of these different things in mind. And do not place too much perceptual value onto any one woman or your experience with her or you risk putting the balance of power into her favor and that is when she will leave you.
She also doesn’t want to be viewed as ‘slutty’ by society’s definition due to the not as natural paradigm in most one night stands (you can be a natural with one night stands and she will never think of you as a pig) just because she was a little drunk and horny.

When you are being a man that is naturally attractive to women, even in a one night stand scenario, if you set the frame right she may very well want to see you again. She should be the first one calling you back after that experience even if it takes many many days.
How to Keep a Beautiful Woman

This is a tricky subject because of the other things I teach; if you are going to have a long-term relationship with a woman who is beautiful and independent, you are going to make more concessions than you realize right now and you will ultimately (with or without your admission, you will be oppressed in your pure manhood and state of freedom).

I really encourage you to read all of my content on this subject before you decide to get yourself into a relationship with one of these women unless you want to become another statistic or live in a life of constant drama.

With that said, if you want to keep a really beautiful and independent (and maybe even intelligent) woman, you are going to enter what I call the 50-50 relationship paradigm. This is the mainstream relationship context in our society today.

Because of a woman’s newfound empowerment and independence, she is now considered a man’s equal in the workplace and in many other regards. This of course spills over into relationships.

Now a woman wants a lot more and has more demands than ever before, so if you’re going to want to keep her for a longer-term relationship; then just realize that you are going to have a lot of give and take between the both of you.

I would advise you to study up on books such as “Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus” and any other number of 50-50 relationship or counseling advice that is out there today that will help you maintain the balance between the two of you.

You are going to have to put up with her drama if you want to keep her for the long-term.

A woman like this is a lot more developed psychologically than her traditional counterpart in other parts of the world. This is both a vice and a virtue. Today’s woman is not as simple nor as closer to her pure biological function of ‘just’ being a mother.

If you two can keep communicating and not build up any resentment, and hopefully you will both be flexible enough to work things out and meet each other on the middle ground (for example; decide different tasks for each of you once you move in together).

So, if you do want to keep her, then communication is the most important thing.
I would recommend that you still keep a playful spirit because familiarity usually breeds contempt. Keep things playful once in awhile and go back to the days when you were both really interested each other before you know about each other’s dirty laundry.

Mix things up a bit, surprise each other, break the routines, spend good time away from each other (this one is from me) so that when you do come back it will be really nice to see each other.

A marriage is going to be quite a challenge and a commitment to keep the devotion together, but if you can make it through a lot of that stuff you go through together and find enough middle ground, then it should maybe work out for the long run.

Just remember the more independent she is (they should do numbers on this) I would say the more likely there is going to be a divorce; especially if you are a strong minded man. My own father has been divorced several times.

One of my best friends is married to a woman who is an alpha female go getter type. They live a seemingly successful marriage and have been married for eight years so far.

Yes it is a 50-50 relationship dynamic, but they know their roles that they have decided upon, and they communicate a lot.

Because there are both so busy and have their own businesses, they are able to actually make things work because they are not around each other all the time to disagree with each other.

If you want to keep a really beautiful woman upfront in the beginning of a relationship, then you’re probably coming from the wrong standpoint anyways.

You don’t know her yet, and you are placing too much importance on what society deems as acceptable for your definition of what you think you would like in a woman without really knowing her.

Be careful of this type of thinking when you first meet a woman. You want to find out what she is life beyond the exterior shell of her perceived beauty.

It is dangerous thinking to suddenly become emotionally dependent on a woman just because of your view that she is beautiful.

Get to know her first in a naturally developing relationship and just understand that you will have to live with a 50-50 relationship dynamic.
Because if you demand too much of her she is ultimately going to resent the, it will build up and she will be a desperate housewife and will start making complaining, nagging, etc. and look for other outlets. I encourage you to open your mind to other beautiful women in the world who aren’t as ‘high maintenance’.

Order the Men’s Guide to Women
Sharing Your Feelings?

So what is it about wanting to share your feelings about what you feel about her (especially in the early stages of a relationship where there is a lot of emotion)? Does this actually make things better?

Today, a woman is so sick of knowing where a man is coming from right from the very beginning; it kills the entire challenge and process of attraction. There is no room left to play any kind of (naturalistic) mating dance or ritual anymore.

Most men share their feelings with her before they even approach because she can so easily sense their body language which is speaking a lot louder than their actual words.

She can tell that there is going to be no accelerated ‘mating dance’ with him, so she will put up her defenses and turn him away (maybe even act bitchy) just to not even have to deal with him, because he doesn’t get it (even IF he looks like a good-looking guy or a possible catch otherwise).

Yes, we as man may feel a powerful surge of emotion and sexual energy by being connected to a woman or the chance of getting closer to her physically, spiritually and psychologically. A big part of this energy is derived from the importance we place upon it.

And a lot of this energy specifically stems from the paradigm that we were brought up in which I call ‘the forced reality’.

The added value of a woman’s beauty and being able to get close to it and share in that experience has almost become unnaturally overrated in a way. Sex has become more than ‘just’ a biological function..

When you can see all women from a completely different paradigm, you will realize that there does not have to be as much added or false value placed upon their physical appearance alone.

When you can really see this (matrix), you will realize how stupid it was to build the mountains out of mole hills because it was only your perception of her anyways.

When you really get it, you do not have any feelings to share anyways until you get a chance to get to know her at least. You are a great catch with a lot to offer, if anything she should be wanting to share her feelings with you (and she will), once you take the natural process of attraction in the direction you want.
Ironically this is exactly what she wants in a man.

She is not going to be really emotional up front, but you will find out in most cases that a woman who becomes interested in and attached to a man becomes hyperemotional further down the road.

She wants to get captured up in the feelings of love, romance, sensual pleasure, etc. but she just can not have those feelings upfront with any guy, she has to let the relationship develop naturally with a man who is truly independent so you both can be interdependent with each other.

When all of these other men are sharing their emotions right before they meet her even, she knows that they are going to get even worse if she has a sexual relationship with them.

She does not want them draining away all of her energy and following her around like whipped puppy dogs that she can’t get rid of. How can a woman possibly share her feelings with you right when she meets you? She doesn’t know you yet.

But this is what men are doing all the time without even getting to know a woman. They are (primarily through a cause and effect of the ‘forced reality’) letting their own perceptions of her (beauty) get in the way of stopping any real success with her.

If you are a man that has been doing this (and I used to as well), it is important to make a massive and leveraged change in order to stop that ridiculous behavior which has really been preventing your success (and is unnatural in the first place).

A true natural understands that attracting women is not that difficult in today’s day and age to have the type of relationships that most men can only wet dream about with that quality of women.

What a natural is not doing is sharing his actual feelings with her because he understands he has a lot to offer and may want to keep the relationship in check. Who you ‘are’ is more important than the actions that you take (and that does NOT mean being a wussy), or the words that you say.

When you can see a different paradigm, and realize that a man is supposed to lead the relationship without being blinded by her beauty or his perception of her, and can see her for a potential all-around interest in what she might be able to bring you, you will not be nervous, you will not be fearful, and you will not be emotional upfront or even feel like sharing your emotions because you realize there is no point in having emotions until further along in the relationship anyways.
Even then, throughout the entire process, you realize that you have to be the opposite of her high drama lifestyle; even if you have dramatic feelings, you naturally keep your cool and keep those feelings repressed inside of you in order to keep her around.

So if you want to really screw up your chances with a great woman, just go ahead and tell her how you feel.

She may be like ‘ohh..or awwww’ at first (this is when the movies end), but don’t question me when she doesn’t return your phone calls. You have screwed up the natural process of attraction and the modern mating dance or ritual by killing the challenge and sexual tension between you two.

Women will often stick around a man because he does not say unlike her request of telling her “I love you” 100 times a day, yet he shows it in other ways that she can appreciate. His actions speak louder than his words.

Most movies have to have happy endings for the most part, so it will end up where a man shows his ‘real feelings’ for the woman and there will be a moment of great togetherness, but what they happen to miss is that all of that mystery and attraction has been killed from a woman’s perspective because he is no longer a challenge or keeps her guessing (which keeps her attracted to him).

You have to understand that with movies there will be happy endings but in real life relationships, it is more of an ongoing journey, and a balance of chemistry between the two of you.

If she knows that all men who shall their true feelings for her instantly deflates all mystery and challenge, and you tell her how much you feel about her as well, don’t you think that is going to kill the attraction for you?

So often in America today, a man will tell a woman his feelings for her after keeping them repressed inside himself for a long time, and then he will find out she stops returning his phone calls and will wonder what has happened.

If you are really going to be successful with these women, you will have to get used to the unknown and keeping things a mystery. This keeps the sexual tension in check like a magnet.

Just the fact that you are around her naturally tells her that she must be someone important enough that you probably are interested in, but she just loves a challenge and cannot get enough of you.

Women really want to chase you because they are so sick of being chased themselves
and can have just about any catch.

When you come along and behave entirely different than all of these other men (and most importantly, are behaving in the natural and biological paradigm which triggers her response mechanisms) she will feel attracted to you and often cannot explain it because it is part of her unconscious and biological nature.

And has Dave D. says, “Attraction isn’t a Choice”.

This especially applies after you have been with her for a while, do not get too dependent on being close to her or sharing your feelings with her (despite what the people will say in popular movies).

If you share your feelings with her she knows that you are really interested in her and most likely that is one the natural dance of attraction is over.
Redefined Date & Dating

When most people think of going on a date, they’re thinking okay maybe I will take her to a dinner and a movie. The entire framework or context for dating in our 50-50 society, is essentially the ‘courtship’ procedure.

Yes, you can go to dinner and a movie and actually have a chance of getting physical with the woman when your reality is strong enough, but otherwise what you are doing when you go on a traditional date is that you are in a societally defined traditional metaframe (or context) of a more serious relationship with a lot of unspoken words and high expectations.

When you go on dates it is this context or frame in which certain behavior patterns are expected. For a woman this means withholding sex, you buying her things for her attention and hoping to win her affection. These are all characteristics of a man who is courting and ‘wooing’ a woman for a very serious relationship.

This is a lot of pressure on a woman in that she feels obliged to give something back to you for buying her all of these things and will usually made just let you kissed her hand, will you are left on the porch feeling confused and unfulfilled.

It is up to you as the man to set the frame of the relationship right at the very beginning on how it is going to be. You can keep her guessing and she will be ‘interested’ in you.

If you start doing what the rest of society is doing, you will probably not be successful with her as far as really being comfortable, having fun, getting to know her and accelerate in the relationship to a physical level for both of you.

On the other hand, you can give women more of what they want and less of the expectation and high level of forced obligation, if you can just set up a different frame from the get-go.

This will be a relief to women if they choose to go with you because then they can really just be themselves and have fun. You could call this as the ‘redefined date’, and it is more aligned to what a woman wants today than a high level of expectation that is associated or connotated with courting her and taking her out and buying her things for her approval.

If you like walking on egg shells and delaying sex, and still not fulfilling her and not allowing both of you just to be relaxed and fun, then go ahead and go with society’s definition of the traditional courtship date.

The behavior patterns will automatically be plugged in when you go with that approach and you
may be lucky to even get a kiss.

You will sit across the table and resent the fact that once again you will have to pay for her dinner without getting anything in return. The woman is not going to give away too much when you do this for several reasons.

One of the main reasons is because every other guy is offering it to her as well, so why should she just continue to be with you or accept any guy that comes along? She is really looking for a different guy who she can let her hair down with.

A guy that can this be lighthearted, cool, fun, funny, intelligent and knows how to tease her little bit and naturally increase the level of sexual tension between the two of you. This is just such a relief for a woman when she can find a man who behaves differently from all of the other men.

A guy who ‘gets it’ is precious to her and she will be interested in you and may not want to let you go as long as you keep the balance right (but you know that you truly are the one in control, really because you can drop her at any time).

She will respect you more for being yourself and being comfortable around her, instead of walking on egg shells (or how about bubble wrap?), buying her things and basing it on money, and trying to hide your real agenda when you go with the traditional courtship behavior and metaframe.

BTW, aren’t you so glad that all of these women look so good all of the time?

So it is up to you to set the frame of the relationship, she is not going to, nor is she supposed to. You have to lead the way and let her know that you are not like the other guys.

So a practical approach for this would be just to say, ‘hey let’s go do something’ (where something is ‘X’ and I don’t mean that kind of X). She expects you to lead and she will follow with the proper and biologically accurate power dynamic of you in control.

Take her somewhere where you can enjoy window shopping, inexpensive coffee or tea, a walk down an interesting part of your city, even a gallery or an arcade center, just something where the focus is not on you paying a lot in order to try and get something in return from her.

The focus really should be on just the two of you. Remember J. Lo said, “Love don’t cost a thing”, so there you go. The frame of the more redefined date is that you both can be a lot more comfortable with each other without any of the underlying expectations, hidden agendas or stress associated with traditional dating.

It is really a relief not only for you (because you can more easily display your own personality and character coming from your own frame), but it will be a great relief for her.
Just by going with the redefined data approach of calling her out and saying, “Hey, meet me here at ___” (instead of an expensive dinner, or buying her something) and then spending some time where both of you can kind of punch each other on the shoulder and stuff (in good jest) while more naturally develop a connection.

You will feel a lot better about yourself and your chances of succeeding with her are greatly amplified; especially if she has not had such a relief in a long time and you know how to dial up the attraction.

Don’t expect to ‘get any’ that night or at all, but rather let the relationship accelerate as it’s own speed by you controlling it. The frame is that she will be lucky to ‘get some’ from you.

When you define the relationship as the accelerated mating program (AMP), you can often even skip the second (or initial meet up) and have her go straight over to your place. But that is another topic.

Don’t buy her flowers. If you’re going to buy her something get her something stupid and funny, like a candy ring or a candy necklace that does not have a lot of expectancy in return on her part.

This will be a relief to her and you will be so unlike every other guy who she still knows once just to get in bed with her and is going through all these painful techniques in the hopes of getting there, when all he may get is the opportunity to pay for the servitude in the presence of her graciousness.
Meeting & Being Around Celebrities, Actresses & Models

How would you treat a celebrity if you met them in person? I want you to think about this. Think about some of the people that you adore the absolute most; maybe it is a singer like Mariah Carey, Beyoncé, or Gwen Stefani.

Are you aware of how you would treat them? Are you going to be just like every other person and let them know that they are the single light of the world itself?

In case you didn’t know, celebrities are real people as well! And if you are going to approach and treat them like everyone else does (like their greatest fan who uplifts them) it is not possible that they will treat our view you as an equal.

The relationship dynamic has been set right away. You never have to give your power away to anyone (even them).

It is very apparent that they have the power especially and only when people continue to let that be the reality.

Just because they have a supposedly high level of power in favor with millions of people does not mean that you have to be someone you are not when you are around them. They will be much more likely to respect you if you stand your own ground and do not act any differently.

They will recognize that you are on their level in that environment because everyone else is setting up an automatic frame where they are ‘below’ the celebrity or brown nosing.

When you can really view celebrities and other famous people as your equals, you will be able to get a level of respect across but without letting the perception of that person influence your behavior to become someone you are not.

This is really a simple concept but it stems from the relationship paradigm (dependence, independence and interdependence originally brought to my attention from Stephen Covey).

The people that surround a celebrity who treat them like a superstar, are emotionally almost dependent on the behavior and whims of that person.
When Mariah Carey runs around and has people bowing their heads in her gracious presence, I will guarantee you if I’m around her I’m not going to bow my head. Yes she may be adding a lot of value to the world but she is not ultimately ‘above’ me; is she above you? Think about these things and develop value in your own life that you can add to the world.

These people of power respect other people of power, and they will disqualify real relationships with people who hand over their power and authority to that person.

Just because a diva or beautiful woman is having all kinds of Naomi Campbell type behavior, does not mean that you have to accept it and fall under her reality.

You see, men are traditionally more like Russell Crowe and apt to throw a phone across the room at people but because of the dynamics changing, you have women (Naomi Campbell) doing this as well.

You should learn to develop a solvent and powerful paradigm where you do not let any woman’s degree of drama or anyone else’s perception of them throw you off of your center.

If you want any chance with models, actresses, recording artists, etc. yes you should probably have some level of decent social status (to validate that part of her consciousness), but you really just have to be a real man who is impervious to the buzzing of the ‘queen’ bee.

You don’t have to give your power away...consciously choose to hold onto it if you are still in training.

In fact the higher up she is on the social scale, and the more indifferent you are to that perception, you might actually have a real chance of success with this type of woman, but you cannot turn into a wussbag or let any of the highly leveraged power of her persona or its universal reach interfere with your reality.

This will be easier once you become more and more of an interesting and valuable man everyday. Unfortunately so many American men have been damaged purely by our relationship dynamics and let it affect their entire character..this is sad.

Another option is to just become a nice guy who will do anything she says and let her retain the power in a relationship. This is what I personally recommend that these superstar actresses and divas do if they want to get married, is find a man who can support them and nurture and suck up all of their drama.

Yes it is a role reversal but at least there is a balance. One is the energy and light and
the other is the nothingness that soaks it all up. And I’m talking to you Nicole Kidman; find a rich wussboy who will let you be you.

You can choose not to accept their high level of drama, and feisty expectations. Most people will immediately fall under their servitude, but you are different. The people that they want to hang around and respect, are people that treat them normally, can have fun with without pressures, but do not kiss up to them or put them on a pedestal.

This super high level of women usually also does not have tolerance for jerks, she prefers someone with a high social status because that is so much a part of who she is in the public eye.

Therefore she will often go and date other man of high social status; and you know the story almost all of these couples split up. Just read People magazine, tabloids or MSN entertainment.

This is what I call ‘went to stars collide’. This same process happens on a smaller scale for people who aren’t as well known by millions of people in everyday relationships as well.
Attraction in Action

Of course I have lots of stories to tell, but this one time I was in a nightclub in KL, Malaysia. I remember talking to the only other American guy in the club who was from Philadelphia, and I told him that it is hard to explain but Indian women are always attracted to me. Of course maybe you can guess what happens right afterwards.

While I was still talking with him this hot young girl (about 20) comes up to me and I tell them, “I’ll talked to you later” as we go off towards another part of the club. It was mostly men in the club anyways.

She was actually Sri Lankan but I had to let her go after she started talking about puppy dogs and ice cream and she was begging me to stay and to go to the dance floor again with her but I had to cut off the baggage and move on to another nightclub. (Learn to ‘walk away’ especially if you don’t like the way things are going).

Interestingly enough, I went to set up a VIP relationship at the Beach Club across the street and as it was over and people were streaming out there was this guy talking to me about the women he had ‘waiting’ for me. I told him, “Dude, I don’t have to pay to get women.”

It was like the law of attraction and my reality was in full effect. Stumbling out of the club comes a woman right up to me and she says, “Where are you going?” And I said, putting my arm around her, “I’m going with you” and I led her away. I guess that guy was left a little dumbfounded but I didn’t look behind.

We went to another club which I did not know about and there was this hot white girl there who was especially interested in me because I already had another woman and was not putting off creepy vibes towards her. Women want to be attracted TO you not away from you.

I had already made my decision who I was going to be with that night but I got her number as well but ended up too busy (ahem) to even have enough time to hang out with her and her friend.

Throughout more time I will be the man who can teach you how to get women in nightclubs because I am a promoter, so look for those information products in the future (model magnet).

In fact I feel a little weird about sharing my stories, because I have only shared some
of them with my best friend before (and I used to think a gentleman does not discuss such things), but now I realize that I can help a lot of guys out by opening up and giving valuable information from my own experiences and insight in order to help them become more successful with women and lead a lifestyle that they deserve and want.

The main things to learn from this little mini lesson (and there are a lot more details to that story, it was a crazy night) is that you must really live in your own reality and not be afraid of women.

Women love a man who is honest with them and can make a decision upfront, that way they can decide whether they want to open up to a relationship with them (even a one night stand). Did I act like a little wussy when she came stumbling out of the club?

No, I immediately put my arm around her and set up the framework of our newfound relationship and directed her to leave with me. This all happened in about a matter of 15 seconds total and she was mine.

One thing I did to accelerate the relationship was going to different places.

As Dave D. says, this can be known as the ‘mini-date’. I think you can understand how this will accelerate the relationship when you have already completed a mini date or two, it feels like you have already known each other and been in each other’s presence in a few different places.

Even after that club we went to another really loud underground club until the break of daylight and guess where we went after that? Yes, we went to the petting zoo.

One other thing is you have to be fully congruent and comfortable with who you are and what you want. If you can just be like this around any and all women and fully live in your own reality, you will find out that some of the hottest women will be so relieved that you are not intimidated by their looks.

Having great stories to tell and memories to relive should be a part of your life! Love adventure and share that with women.

Rion Williams
rion@modelmagnet.com

www.mensguidetowomen.com

That’s it for this bonus eBook. Make sure you get my full ‘Men’s Guide to Women’ if you haven’t yet. It’s 352 pages of wallbending, lifechanging leverage to help you massively succeed with women as a natural.